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ARTICLE

Elucidating Under-Studied Aspects of the Link Between

Obesity and Multiple Myeloma: Weight Pattern, Body

Shape Trajectory, and Body Fat Distribution

Catherine R. Marinac, Catherine A. Suppan, Edward Giovannucci,
Mingyang Song, Ane S. Kværner, Mary K. Townsend, Bernard A. Rosner,
Timothy R. Rebbeck, Graham A. Colditz, Brenda M. Birmann
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Correspondence to: Brenda M. Birmann, ScD, Channing Division of Network Medicine, 181 Longwood Ave, Boston, MA 02115 (e-mail: brenda.birmann@channing.har-
vard.edu).

Abstract

Background: Although obesity is an established modifiable risk factor for multiple myeloma (MM), several nuanced aspects of
its relation to MM remain unelucidated, limiting public health and prevention messages.
Methods: We analyzed prospective data from the Nurses’ Health Study and Health Professionals Follow-Up Study to examine
MM risk associated with 20-year weight patterns in adulthood, body shape trajectory from ages 5 to 60 years, and body fat dis-
tribution. For each aforementioned risk factor, we report hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for incident
MM from multivariable Cox proportional-hazards models.
Results: We documented 582 incident MM cases during 4 280 712 person-years of follow-up. Persons who exhibited
extreme weight cycling, for example, those with net weight gain and one or more episodes of intentional loss of at least
20 pounds or whose cumulative intentional weight loss exceeded net weight loss with at least one episode of intentional loss
of 20 pounds or more had an increased MM risk compared with individuals who maintained their weight (HR ¼ 1.71, 95% CI ¼
1.05 to 2.80); the association was statistically nonsignificant after adjustment for body mass index. We identified four body
shape trajectories: lean-stable, lean-increase, medium-stable, and medium-increase. MM risk was higher in the medium-
increase group than in the lean-stable group (HR ¼ 1.62, 95% CI ¼ 1.22 to 2.14). Additionally, MM risk increased with increasing
hip circumference (HR per 1-inch increase: 1.03, 95% CI ¼ 1.01 to 1.06) but was not associated with other body fat distribution
measures.
Conclusions: Maintaining a lean and stable weight throughout life may provide the strongest benefit in terms of MM
prevention.

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a malignant plasma cell neoplasm
and the second most common hematologic malignancy in the
United States (1). Advancements in MM treatments have dra-
matically improved the median survival time in patients in re-
cent decades; however, these treatments are associated with
financial toxicity (2) and do not achieve cure. These factors, cou-
pled with the increasing incidence of MM observed for several

decades (3), underscore the importance of identifying MM-pre-
vention strategies.

Although improvements in case ascertainment may explain
some of the increase in MM incidence, a parallel rise in the prev-
alence of obesity may have contributed (4). Obesity, which
results in inflammation and deregulation of numerous endoge-
nous growth factors important to MM pathogenesis, is the only
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known modifiable risk factor both for MM and its precursor con-
dition, monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance (5–
7)—which precedes all MM cases (8)—and is associated with an
increased risk of malignant transformation of monoclonal
gammopathy of unknown significance to MM (9). Despite the
well-established links between obesity and various stages of
myelomagenesis, several nuanced aspects of this association
remain unclear, including whether intentional weight loss or a
specific weight pattern in adulthood confers protection against
MM and whether the influence of obesity on MM risk varies over
the life course, because some but not all studies have reported
the greatest MM risk in persons overweight or obese both in
younger and later adulthood (10–13). It is also unclear whether
body fat distribution influences disease risk independently of
overall adiposity (13–16).

We evaluated the association of 20-year weight patterns in
adulthood, trajectory of body shape through age 60 years, and
measures of central and peripheral adiposity with MM risk us-
ing data from two large cohorts. Our objective was to confirm
and expand on previous investigations of these exposures
(11,13–18) with a larger number of cases and longer duration of
follow-up (than most)—as well as with a novel life course
approach—to optimize strategies regarding obesity and MM
prevention.

Methods

Participants

We conducted this prospective analysis in the Nurses’ Health
Study (NHS) and the Health Professionals Follow-Up Study
(HPFS) among participants with no baseline history of cancer
(except nonmelanoma skin cancer). The NHS was established
in 1976 when 121 700 female US registered nurses ages 30–
55 years returned the enrollment questionnaire (19). The HPFS
enrolled 51 529 US licensed male health professionals ages 40–
75 years in 1986. Participants in both cohorts have completed
follow-up questionnaires biennially since enrollment to up-
date lifestyle and disease history information (20,21). The
study protocol was approved by the institutional review
boards of the Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard
T.H. Chan School of Public Health and those of participating
registries as required. Informed consent was implied by return
of the questionnaires.

Measures

Weight, Height, and Weight Patterns. Participants have reported
current weight biennially since enrollment and provided height
at enrollment and young adult weight in 1980 (NHS, for age
18 years) or 1986 (HPFS, for age 21 years). In 1992, participants in
both cohorts answered the question, “Within the last 20 years,
how many times did you lose each of the following amounts of
weight on purpose (excluding illness [or pregnancy])?” with re-
sponse categories of 5–9, 10–19, 20–49, and 50 or more pounds.
Additionally, we estimated long-term net weight change as the
difference in self-reported weights between 1976 and 1992 in
NHS and 1981 and 1992 in HPFS. Self-reported weights were
highly correlated with measured weights (correlations of 0.97)
both in men and women (22). We combined the data on inten-
tional weight loss and net weight changes (23) to define six 20-
year weight pattern categories (“weight patterns”): weight loss,
weight maintenance, weight gain, light cycling, medium cy-
cling, and extreme cycling (defined in Table 1).

Body Shape. In 1988, participants recalled their body shape at
ages 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 years by selecting the “somatotype” pic-
togram that best represented their shape among nine choices
with increasing body fatness (24). This assessment of earlier life
body shape was validated in a study of 181 participants in the
Third Harvard Growth Study; the correlations between recalled
body shape and body mass index (BMI) measured at approxi-
mately the same ages ranged from 0.53 to 0.75 for all ages, ex-
cept the correlation for male participants at age 5 years (0.36)
(25).

Body shape data were collected only through age 40 years, so we
used self-reported height and current weight to calculate BMI at
ages 45, 50, 55, and 60 years. We then converted those BMIs to the
same nine-level scale as the somatotype variables, as previously de-
scribed (26). The cut-points for the nine-level variable categories
were calculated as the median BMI of the given somatotype at age
40 years, plus a constant to account for weight gain between the cor-
responding ages (see Supplementary Methods, available online) (26).

Waist and Hip Circumference. Waist and hip circumference were
self-reported for the first time in 1987 (HPFS) and 1986 (NHS), with
updates in 1996 and 2008 (HPFS) or 2000 (NHS). The self-reported
waist and hip circumference measures were validated against
technician measurements, with correlation coefficients ranging
from 0.84 to 0.95 (22).

Outcome Ascertainment. Diagnoses of MM were identified on
study questionnaires or (for a small proportion) when confirm-
ing vital status. We then sought written consent for medical re-
cord review; trained personnel blinded to exposure status
reviewed medical records to confirm the occurrence and date of
MM diagnosis. When medical records were unavailable, we pur-
sued case confirmation via linkage to state tumor registries.
Deaths were identified by next of kin, the postal service, or rou-
tine searches of the National Death Index, which was shown to
be sensitive and specific in these cohorts (27,28).

Statistical Analysis

Primary exposures included weight patterns, body shape trajec-
tory from age 5 through 60 years, waist and hip circumference,
and the waist-to-hip ratio (WHR). Weight pattern variables were
modeled categorically; waist and hip circumference and the
WHR were modeled using cohort (ie, sex)-specific quartiles and
as continuous variables. Body shape trajectories were identified
separately in each cohort via a group-based modeling approach
and implemented using SAS Proc Traj (29), which identified sub-
groups within each cohort that share a similar underlying tra-
jectory of body shape through age 60 years, as described
previously (26). Briefly, the longitudinal body shape data were
fitted by maximum likelihood methods as a mixture of multiple
latent trajectories in a censored normal model with a polyno-
mial function of the time scale (age) (26). To optimize trajectory
classification, we included individuals with at least three longi-
tudinal body shape variables available. The Bayesian
Information Criterion, average posterior probability of class as-
signment, odds of correct classification, and considerations of
case and sample size distributions were used to identify the
number of trajectories that best fit the data (30). Models with
four trajectories and a cubic function of age demonstrated ade-
quate fit in each cohort based on these parameters; we named
trajectories per the visual pattern of change in body shape with
age. We assigned individuals to the trajectory for which their
posterior probability of membership was highest.
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Person-time was calculated from enrollment—or, for analyses
of waist, hip, and the WHR in NHS, from 1986—to the earliest
among dates of diagnosis of MM, another cancer (except non-
melanoma skin cancer), death, or January (HPFS) or June (NHS)
2014. In Cox proportional-hazards models stratified by age
(months) and calendar period of follow-up, we calculated hazard
ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the association
of a given exposure category or continuous measure with the risk
of MM. Initial models of weight patterns were adjusted for height.
To investigate the relative contribution of BMI to the observed
weight pattern associations, we adjusted separate models for cu-
mulative average BMI (10) instead of height; additional explor-
atory models were adjusted for weight or BMI at different time
points (eg, young adulthood), or change in weight between youn-
ger and later adulthood (10). We adjusted models of body shape
trajectories for height and ran models of waist and hip circumfer-
ence and WHR with and without adjustment for current BMI. The
assumption of proportionality was verified using interactions be-
tween the exposure of interest and the (log-)time scale.

To facilitate cross-study comparisons, body shape trajecto-
ries and corresponding Cox models were rerun using only ages
20 to 60 years. In sensitivity analyses, for body shape-MM asso-
ciations, we excluded individuals diagnosed with MM before
age 60. For weight pattern-MM associations, we excluded indi-
viduals diagnosed before 1992 (ie, when the exposure was que-
ried) to assess the potential influence of bias. Exclusions did not
materially alter the effect estimates; thus, we retained all cases
in final analyses to maximize power. We first ran all models
separately by cohort and tested for heterogeneity by cohort
(sex) using a fixed-effects meta-analysis. We found no evidence
of statistically significant heterogeneity (all P values for hetero-
geneity � .17 except the one for weight loss [P¼ .04]) and there-
fore ran all final models on a pooled sample with adjustment
for sex.

Results

We identified 582 incident primary diagnoses of MM (n¼ 354 in
the NHS and n¼ 228 in the HPFS) during 4 280 712 person-years
of follow-up. Participants had a mean age of 46.3 years (SD ¼
9.7) and a mean BMI of 24.3 kg/m2 (SD¼ 4.0) at enrollment.
Weight cycling, the most common 20-year weight pattern

identified, occurred in 75.3% of the cohort members
(Supplementary Table 1, available online). Weight maintainers
comprised only 7.2% of the cohort; 3.8% lost weight without
regain.

We observed a positive association between weight cycling
and MM risk for all weight cycling categories, and in particular
for individuals who exhibited extreme weight cycling (Table 2).
These individuals had a statistically significantly increased risk
of MM compared with weight maintainers (HR ¼ 1.71, 95% CI ¼
1.05 to 2.80). The association between extreme weight cycling
and MM risk was statistically nonsignificant after adjustment
for cumulative average BMI (HR ¼ 1.36, 95% CI ¼ 0.81 to 2.30).
Adjustment for young adult BMI instead of cumulative average
BMI also resulted in a statistically nonsignificant hazard ratio,
albeit with less attenuation (HR ¼ 1.57, 95% CI ¼ 0.94 to 2.63), as
did adjusting instead for weight change between younger and
later adulthood. The increased MM risk among weight cyclers
did not appear restricted to a specific BMI stratum
(Supplementary Table 2, available online); however, we were
limited to looking at only two categories both of weight cycling
and BMI because of our relatively small case count.

We identified four roughly evenly distributed latent trajecto-
ries of body shape from age 5 to 60 years: one featuring a lean
body shape throughout (“lean-stable”; 20% of sample), one be-
ginning lean and getting larger (“lean-increase”; 28%), one be-
ginning at a midrange shape and remaining stable (“medium-
stable”; 29%), and one beginning midrange and getting larger
(“medium-increase”; 23%; Figure 1, A and B). The average poste-
rior probability (0.85–0.97) and odds of correct classification
(12.4–121.2) were high for each trajectory. The visual patterns of
the trajectories corresponded to trends observed for BMI at dif-
ferent ages (Supplementary Table 3, available online). For exam-
ple, mean young adult BMI for individuals in the lean-stable
trajectory was 19.8 kg/m2 for women and 20.9 kg/m2 for men
and stayed relatively stable across ages. In contrast, mean BMI
for individuals in the medium-increase category was 23.7 kg/m2

(women) and 25.8 kg/m2 (men) and increased with age.
In body shape trajectory–related models, individuals with a

medium-increase trajectory had a greater risk of MM compared
with individuals in the lean-stable trajectory category (Table 3).
After adjustment for height, participants in the medium-
increase category had a 62% greater risk of MM compared with

Table 1. Weight patterns during a 20-year period (1972–1992) in the NHS and HPFS*

Category Description

Weight loss Intentional weight loss between 1972 and 1992 with no net weight gain of �5 pounds over similar period
Weight maintenance No reported episodes of intentional weight loss between 1972 and 1992, with no net weight loss or gain

�5 pounds over similar period
Weight gain No reported intentional weight loss between 1972 and 1992, with net weight gain of �5 pounds over similar

period
Light cycling Intentional weight loss between 1972 and 1992 with a maximum weight loss of 5 to 9 pounds per episode and

net weight gain �5 pounds over a similar period or a cumulative reported intentional loss exceeding net
weight loss

Medium cycling Intentional weight loss between 1972 and 1992 with a maximum weight loss of 10 to 19 pounds per episode and
net weight gain �5 pounds over a similar period or a cumulative reported intentional loss exceeding net
weight loss

Extreme cycling Intentional weight loss between 1972 and 1992 with a maximum weight loss of �20- pounds per episode and net
weight gain �5 pounds over a similar period or a cumulative reported intentional loss exceeding net weight
loss

*Net weight loss or gain was calculated as weight changes between 1976 and 1992 in NHS, and between 1981 and 1992 in HPFS. HPFS ¼ Health Professionals Follow-Up

Study; NHS ¼ Nurses’ Health Study.
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those in the lean-stable category (HR ¼ 1.62, 95% CI ¼ 1.22 to
2.14). When we excluded childhood and adolescent somato-
types, a “large-increase” category emerged and had a slightly
stronger association with MM risk than the “medium-increase”
category in the model that included all somatotypes
(Supplementary Table 1; Supplementary Figure 1, A and B, avail-
able online). When modeled individually, childhood and adoles-
cent somatotypes were not statistically significantly associated
with future MM risk, whereas younger and middle adulthood
somatotypes showed stronger positive associations
(Supplementary Table 5, available online).

In models investigating body fat distribution variables, we
observed a modest positive association between hip circumfer-
ence and MM risk (height adjusted HR ¼ 1.03, 95% CI ¼ 1.01 to
1.06), which did not attenuate after adjustment for BMI
(Table 4). Waist circumference and WHR were not associated
with MM risk.

Discussion

We undertook this analysis to elucidate the influence of obesity
on MM risk by examining associations of weight patterns, body
shape trajectory, and body fat distribution. We found that indi-
viduals who exhibited extreme weight cycling during a 20-year
period had a greater risk of MM compared with individuals who
maintained their weight. This increased risk of MM among
weight cyclers was slightly attenuated after adjustment for BMI,
suggesting that weight cycling may contribute to MM risk, in
part, through its contribution to long-term weight. MM risk was
also elevated among individuals with a larger and increasing
body shape through age 60 years, compared with individuals
who maintained a lean shape, as well as among individuals
with a larger hip circumference.

A report from an International Agency for Research on
Cancer working group found sufficient evidence for a causal ef-
fect of obesity on MM risk (6). The group’s recommendation was
to avoid excess body fatness for MM prevention, although they
concluded that a causal cancer-preventive effect of weight loss
remains “to be established.” For individuals at risk for MM, an

important question remains: Could weight loss reduce the risk
of developing MM? The current study could not address that
question directly given the small proportion of individuals with
sustained weight loss. Instead, a majority of weight loss
attempts in our study sample resulted in weight cycling, which
has been associated with morbidity and early mortality (31) and
which we have identified as a possible MM risk factor. The ex-
cess MM risk in the weight cycling group is mechanistically
plausible, because weight cycling has been shown to negatively
affect immune function through the reduction of natural killer
cell cytotoxicity (32), thereby dampening an individual’s ability
to survey and control tumor initiation. Weight cycling may also
contribute to MM risk through its contribution to long-term
weight. These data highlight the challenges in sustaining long-
term weight loss and suggest a need for additional strategies to
reduce MM risk for those who are already obese. To this end,
metformin and aspirin, which can modulate some downstream
effects of obesity, warrant investigation as alternatives (33–35).

A question remains regarding whether a specific age of ex-
posure to obesity predisposes an individual to MM. We have
previously identified early adult BMI as a MM risk factor with a
stronger association than BMI in later adulthood (10), but few
studies have examined whether measures of body fatness in
childhood contribute to future risk. In the current study, al-
though we did not observe a strong separate influence of child-
hood or adolescent body shape, our trajectory analysis suggests
that individuals whose body shape is relatively large at younger
ages and increases through age 60 years have the greatest risk
of MM. Notably, this association between a large and increasing
body size and MM risk was only slightly stronger when we ex-
cluded individuals younger than 20 years. These observations
support the idea that the pathogenic influence of body shape on
myelomagenesis occurs both at earlier and later ages (12) and is
consistent with a recent report from the International Myeloma
Cohort Consortium, which found that individuals who were
obese both in earlier and later adulthood had the greatest risk of
MM (12). Similar trends were observed in joint analyses of obe-
sity in earlier and later adulthood in two other reports (11,13)
but interestingly were not replicated in our cohorts (10).

Table 2. 20-Year weight patterns and the risk of MM among participants in the NHS and HPFS

NHS HPFS
Pooled*,†

Model Cases Person-years HR (95% CI)‡ Cases Person-years HR (95% CI)‡ HR (95% CI)‡

Model 1: Adjusted for height
Weight loss 2 61 486 0.37 (0.08 to 1.71) 11 31 727 2.22 (0.96 to 5.12) 1.30 (0.65 to 2.62)
Weight maintenance 9 115 066 1 12 78 065 1 1
Weight gain 34 325 182 1.51 (0.72 to 3.15) 15 85 539 1.35 (0.62 to 2.92) 1.52 (0.90 to 2.55)
Light cycling 67 621 402 1.47 (0.73 to 2.97) 30 166 543 1.40 (0.71 to 2.78) 1.54 (0.95 to 2.49)
Medium cycling 46 607 013 1.10 (0.54 to 2.27) 26 156 657 1.47 (0.73 to 2.96) 1.25 (0.76 to 2.05)
Extreme cycling 59 619 470 1.46 (0.72 to 2.97) 27 111 017 2.22 (1.11 to 4.45) 1.71 (1.05 to 2.80)
Model 2: Adjusted for cumulative average BMI
Weight loss 2 61 486 0.37 (0.08 to 1.71) 11 31 727 2.20 (0.96 to 5.08) 1.31 (0.65 to 2.62)
Weight maintenance 9 115 066 1 12 78 065 1 1
Weight gain 34 325 182 1.42 (0.67 to 2.98) 15 85 539 1.27 (0.59 to 2.76) 1.44 (0.86 to 2.43)
Light cycling 67 621 402 1.35 (0.67 to 2.74) 30 166 543 1.32 (0.66 to 2.63) 1.43 (0.88 to 2.33)
Medium cycling 46 607 013 0.95 (0.46 to 1.99) 26 156 657 1.30 (0.64 to 2.64) 1.10 (0.66 to 1.82)
Extreme cycling 59 619 470 1.14 (0.53 to 2.42) 27 111 017 1.79 (0.86 to 3.74) 1.36 (0.81 to 2.30)

*P value for heterogeneity by sex (cohort) was P equal to .04 for weight loss and P equal to or greater than .40 for all other risk factors. BMI ¼ body mass index; CI ¼ con-

fidence interval; HPFS ¼ Health Professionals Follow-Up Study; HR ¼ hazard ratio; MM ¼multiple myeloma; NHS ¼ Nurses’ Health Study.

†Pooled models additionally adjusted for sex (cohort).

‡Hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals were calculated in Cox proportional-hazards models stratified on age and calendar period of follow-up.
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However, none of the previous reports included measures be-
fore young adulthood.

Central adiposity has been inconsistently associated with
MM. A study of MM mortality in 1.5 million participants pooled
from 20 cohorts (n¼ 1388 MM deaths) found a positive

association for waist circumference and a suggestive positive
association for WHR (13). However, two earlier cohort studies
with limited case numbers observed no statistically significant
association for waist circumference or WHR with lymphoproli-
ferative cancers (combined) or MM (16,18). The current analysis
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Figure 1. Trajectories of body shape across the life span among participants in the Nurses’ Health Study (NHS) and Health Professionals Follow-Up Study (HPFS). A

larger body shape level corresponds to greater body fatness. A) Trajectories for women in the NHS. B) Trajectories for men in the HPFS.

Table 3. Body shape trajectories and the risk of MM among participants in the NHS and HPFS

NHS HPFS
Pooled*,†

Category Cases Person-years HR (95% CI)‡ Cases Person-years HR (95% CI)‡ HR (95% CI)‡

Lean-stable 58 673 466 1 30 182 785 1 1
Lean-increase 71 799 581 1.06 (0.75 to 1.50) 72 352 591 1.36 (0.89 to 2.10) 1.17 (0.89 to 1.53)
Medium-stable 104 1 093 971 1.20 (0.87 to 1.65) 38 181 441 1.39 (0.85 to 2.26) 1.27 (0.97 to 1.66)
Medium-increase 86 829 720 1.51 (1.08 to 2.12) 36 167 157 1.90 (1.16 to 3.13) 1.62 (1.22 to 2.14)

*P values for heterogeneity by sex (cohort) were all at least .37. CI ¼ confidence interval; HPFS ¼ Health Professionals Follow-Up Study; HR ¼ hazard ratio; MM ¼multi-

ple myeloma; NHS ¼ Nurses’ Health Study.

†Pooled models were additionally adjusted for sex (cohort).

‡Hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals were calculated in Cox proportional-hazards models stratified by age and calendar period of follow-up and adjusted for

height.
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found no statistically significant associations between central
adiposity, as assessed by waist circumference and WHR, and
MM risk. Our observation that a larger hip circumference was
associated with increased MM risk is consistent with an earlier
prospective study of 37 083 postmenopausal women (n¼ 95 MM
cases) that reported a statistically significant trend for increased
MM risk across tertiles of hip circumference (15). Although this
association is intriguing, the mechanistic interpretation is
unclear, and several other investigations observed no associa-
tion of hip circumference with MM risk (14,16,18).

Limitations include the fact that our primary exposure varia-
bles are based on self-reported data and, although prospectively

assessed and validated (22,25), are subject to misclassification.
We queried waist and hip circumference on only a few ques-
tionnaires per cohort and had to exclude the first 10 years of
follow-up from those analyses in the NHS. Thus, misclassifica-
tion of those variables and limited statistical power may have
prevented detection of an association with MM. We may also
have overestimated the number of individuals with stable
weight in the weight pattern analysis, given that our calcula-
tions were based on 11- and 16-year net weight change instead
of the full 20-year exposure period. Additionally, although the
group-based trajectory modeling approach is a strength, the de-
rived trajectories may not accurately reflect an individual’s

Table 4. Associations between central adiposity in adulthood, assessed using waist and hip circumference, and the risk of MM among partici-
pants in the NHS and HPFS

Model
NHS HPFS

Pooled*,†
Cases Person-years HR (95% CI)‡ Cases Person-years HR (95% CI)‡ HR (95% CI)‡

Hip circumference (inches)
Model 1: adjusted for height
Quartile 1 50 370 629 1 28 182 861 1 1
Quartile 2 29 275 588 0.81 (0.50 to 1.32) 47 198 344 1.51 (0.94 to 2.45) 1.19 (0.86 to 1.65)
Quartile 3 50 337 281 1.00 (0.65 to 1.54) 37 160 147 1.45 (0.87 to 2.42) 1.26 (0.91 to 1.74)
Quartile 4 48 286 663 1.07 (0.69 to 1.67) 37 152 593 1.53 (0.91 to 2.57) 1.33 (0.96 to 1.84)
HR per inch increase 1.02 (0.98 to 1.05) 1.06 (1.01 to 1.11) 1.03 (1.01 to 1.06)
Model 2: adjusted for current BMI
Quartile 1 50 370 629 1 28 182 861 1 1
Quartile 2 29 275 588 0.85 (0.52 to 1.38) 47 198 344 1.37 (0.85 to 2.22) 1.18 (0.85 to 1.64)
Quartile 3 50 337 281 1.09 (0.69 to 1.72) 37 160 147 1.19 (0.70 to 2.03) 1.24 (0.89 to 1.73)
Quartile 4 48 286 663 1.21 (0.69 to 2.10) 37 152 593 1.02 (0.55 to 1.88) 1.24 (0.84 to 1.83)
HR per inch increase 1.03 (0.98 to 1.08) 1.02 (0.95 to 1.09) 1.03 (1.00 to 1.07)
Waist circumference (inches)
Model 1: adjusted for height
Quartile 1 35 319 916 1 26 181 535 1 1
Quartile 2 36 322 279 0.86 (0.54 to 1.38) 47 208 505 1.39 (0.85 to 2.27) 1.07 (0.76 to 1.49)
Quartile 3 53 320 735 1.06 (0.68 to 1.64) 33 139 584 1.35 (0.80 to 2.29) 1.18 (0.84 to 1.65)
Quartile 4 55 313 632 1.03 (0.66 to 1.61) 45 165 698 1.49 (0.89 to 2.48) 1.20 (0.86 to 1.66)
HR per inch increase 1.01 (0.97 to 1.04) 1.04 (1.00 to 1.08) 1.02 (0.99 to 1.04)
Model 2: adjusted for current BMI
Quartile 1 35 319 916 1 26 181 535 1 1
Quartile 2 36 322 279 0.88 (0.55 to 1.42) 47 208 505 1.24 (0.76 to 2.04) 1.05 (0.75 to 1.47)
Quartile 3 53 320 735 1.09 (0.68 to 1.73) 33 139 584 1.11 (0.64 to 1.92) 1.13 (0.79 to 1.61)
Quartile 4 55 313 632 1.06 (0.62 to 1.80) 45 165 698 0.99 (0.53 to 1.84) 1.07 (0.72 to 1.58)
HR per inch increase 1.01 (0.97 to 1.04) 1.00 (0.95 to 1.06) 1.01 (0.97 to 1.04)
Waist-to-hip ratio
Model 1: adjusted for height
Quartile 1 27 318 006 1 46 218 485 1 1
Quartile 2 51 321 704 1.59 (0.99 to 2.55) 28 158 380 1.05 (0.62 to 1.79) 1.22 (0.88 to 1.70)
Quartile 3 53 319 018 1.49 (0.93 to 2.38) 35 149 401 1.22 (0.73 to 2.02) 1.23 (0.89 to 1.70)
Quartile 4 46 308 802 1.08 (0.66 to 1.76) 40 166 414 1.05 (0.67 to 1.63) 0.99 (0.72 to 1.36)
HR per 0.1 unit increase 0.93 (0.77 to 1.12) 0.95 (0.74 to 1.23) 0.93 (0.80 to 1.08)
Model 2: adjusted for current BMI
Quartile 1 27 318 006 1 46 218 485 1 1
Quartile 2 51 321 704 1.59 (0.99 to 2.54) 28 158 380 1.01 (0.59 to 1.72) 1.20 (0.86 to 1.67)
Quartile 3 53 319 018 1.48 (0.92 to 2.37) 35 149 401 1.11 (0.67 to 1.85) 1.18 (0.85 to 1.63)
Quartile 4 46 308 802 1.06 (0.64 to 1.75) 40 166 414 0.87 (0.55 to 1.39) 0.92 (0.66 to 1.27)
HR per 0.1-unit increase 0.91 (0.75 to 1.11) 0.85 (0.65 to 1.11) 0.89 (0.76 to 1.04)

*P values for heterogeneity by sex (cohort) were all at least .17. Quartiles are sex specific and men and women with implausibly low measurements ( <29 inches for

men, <20 inches for women) were excluded from relevant analyses. BMI ¼ body mass index; CI ¼ confidence interval; HPFS ¼ Health Professionals Follow-Up Study;

HR ¼ hazard ratio; MM ¼multiple myeloma; NHS ¼ Nurses’ Health Study.

†Pooled models additionally adjusted for cohort (sex).

‡Hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals were calculated in Cox proportional-hazards models stratified by age and calendar period of follow-up.
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unique change in body shape. However, we used stringent crite-
ria (30) during trajectory selection to ensure the patterns we
identified adequately described the sample. Further, our study
populations were homogeneous—comprising predominantly
white individuals in health-related occupations—and thus our
findings may not be generalizable to other nonwhite popula-
tions; however, the association of obesity with MM risk does not
appear to differ by race or other demographics (9,12). Study
strengths include the prospective design, validated and fre-
quently updated exposure information, long follow-up periods,
and sufficient cases of MM for well-powered analyses. The tra-
jectory modeling of body shape through age 60 years also
allowed for modeling of multiple body shape exposures that are
easy to interpret.

Our results suggest that a larger and increasing body shape
through age 60 years and possibly extreme weight cycling and
peripheral adiposity are modifiable risk factors for MM that war-
rant confirmation in other well-powered prospective studies.
Collectively, our findings support the notion that avoiding
weight gain by maintaining a lean and stable weight throughout
life, particularly beginning early in life—in keeping with public
health recommendations—confers the added benefit of MM
prevention.
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